If you love
WINNIE THE WITCH, try . . .
ALIENS LOVE UNDERPANTS

SCARFACE CLAW

CLAIRE FREEDMAN & BEN CORT

LYNLEY DODD

Simon & Schuster

Puffin

What could be funnier than pants?
Aliens in pants! You thought they
came to Earth to take over the planet –
but no! They simply want to steal your
pants! Imaginative, merry and full of
cheeky chuckles.

Big, bullying tom cat Scarface Claw
is Hairy Maclary’s arch–enemy. But
like most bullies, Scarface turns out
to be rather less tough than he thinks
he is. A rollicking rhyme with a moral
message.

FIRST WEEK AT COW SCHOOL

SIR CHARLIE STINKY SOCKS AND
THE REALLY FRIGHTFUL NIGHT

ANDY CUTBILL & RUSSELL AYTO
HarperCollins

KRISTINA STEPHENSON

Marjorie the cow feels jolly proud
when her daughter, Daisy, starts
school. But the lessons aren’t as easy
as they seem! Starting school is full of
fun in this laugh–out–loud sequel to
The Cow That Laid an Egg and
The Best Cow in Show.

Egmont

FIVE MINUTES’ PEACE

Orchard

JILL MURPHY
Walker

When you’re a busy mum like
Mrs Large, what’s the chance of
finding five minutes’ peace for a
relaxing bubble bath? Not much!
This funny, heartwarming picture
book perfectly captures the everyday
chaos of family life

GORILLA
ANTHONY BROWNE
Walker

Hannah loves gorillas, but she’s never
seen a real one. Her father’s much too
busy to take her to the zoo. But then
Hannah’s toy turns into a real gorilla,
who puts on her father’s hat and coat
– and whisks her off on a magical trip!
Winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal.

NORA: THE GIRL WHO ATE AND ATE
ANDREW WEALE & BEN CORT
Andersen

A fantastic fold–out adventure where
you and gallant Sir Charlie venture to
a tall, tall tower, facing grim ghouls
and the scary Cellar Dweller!

SPOOKYRUMPUS
TONY MITTON & GUY PARKER–REES
Get set for a creepy countdown
stuffed with witches, floaty ghosts,
clickety–clackety skeletons and
tramping trolls! A rollicking, romping,
rhyming story that’s perfect for every
little monster!

THE SHARK IN THE DARK
PETER BENTLY & BEN CORT
Macmillan

Timothy Pope is looking out into the
night with his telescope. Is that really
a shark he can see? With ‘brilliant
rhyming fun that is excellent to read
aloud.

YOU CAN’T SCARE A PRINCESS!
GILLIAN ROGERSON & SARAH MCINTYRE
Scholastic

When a crew of scurvy pirates sail
up the Royal Moat and take King
Cupcake captive, it’s up to feisty
Princess Spaghetti to save the day!

Greedy–guts Nora loves to nosh! But
when she makes a sandwich from
whatever she can find, she’s bitten off
more than she can chew . . .
A hilarious cautionary tale.
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